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7
Musical 
Tastes
We all have music that we love.
We all have different tastes.
Just like food, some like one style
That someone else just hates.
Some people like a sad love song,
Which makes another ___________.
But we all love our music
When we are feeling ___________.

Track 82
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          Preparation 1 

Listen and circle the best definition for each word or phrase below. 

➊ choreography                    a) dance steps                      b) dance music  

➋ highbrow                            a) high class                          b) bad taste

➌ intermission                       a) ending                               b) half-time break

➍ dress code                          a) uniform                             b) clothing rules

➎ forte                                      a) special skill                       b) profession

➏ one way or the other       a) only one way works       b) either way works

Listen to the people talking about music. After each paragraph, you 
will hear two statements. Circle each statement True (T) or False (F). 

➊   T       F      ➋    T       F       ➌    T       F       ➍     T       F

➎   T       F      ➏    T       F       ➐    T       F       ➑     T       F

          Preparation 2

Listen and circle the best definition for each word or phrase below. 
  

➊ versatile                               a) flexible                               b) fixed

➋ lyrics                                      a) words                                 b) melody

➌ venue                                    a) style                                    b) place

➍ rebel                                     a) rise up                                b) act upon

➎ proceeds                             a) donation                            b) profit

➏ exile                                       a) send away                        b) escape

Listen to the four sets of dialogue. After each set, you will hear two 
questions. Circle the best answer for each question. 

➊ a) A modern band.                                           b) A music style.

➋ a) It makes him angry.                                     b) Some of it sounds angry.

➌ a) She isn’t wearing a dress.                           b) She’s wearing running shoes.

➍ a) She thinks the man is rebellious.            b) She thinks the rule is too strict.

➎ a) For charity.                                                     b) For promoting a local band.

➏ a) Local musicians.                                            b) Artists in exile.

➐ a) He thinks the second set is weak.           b) He likes it a great deal.

➑ a) The melody.                                                   b) The lyrics.
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Look at the pictures and follow the directions you hear. 

PHOTO 
GALLERY 1

Track 87, 88

1. ________   2. ________ 

3. ________    4. ________

a.

b.
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          Preparation 3 

Practice these words with the phonic〔o〕sound.

Listen to the following words. Check the words that have the〔o〕sound. 

      ➊□        ➋□         ➌□         ➍□         ➎□         ➏□
  
        ➐□        ➑□         ➒□         ➓□          □          □

Listen and repeat. Underline the words that have the〔o〕sound. 

 
➊ My throat was really sore today.

➋ The boat got stuck on the low tide.

➌ My coat makes me cold. I need a better one.

➍ Soft soap is good for your skin.

➎ I need to load all the goats onto the boat.

➏ Don’t go to Rome for too long.

➐ I thought of going on a boat ride soon.

➑ The bowl of soup was too cold.

➒ I love poached sole in the summer.

➓ I caught a cold and felt ill the whole day.

Track 89
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Look at the set of three pictures. Listen to the man and woman.
Answer the questions.

PHOTO 
GALLERY 2

Track 92

a.

b.

3._________c.

1.________

2.________
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          Preparation 4   
          Preparation 3

Listen to the short talk about Latin dancing. While you are listening, 
check the box if the name is of a Latin dance. 

      ➊ □ Rumba            ➋ □ Mamba         ➌ □ Tango  

        ➍ □ Dominica        ➎ □ Salsa             ➏ □ Carioca

Listen to the short talk again, and then circle the best ending for the 
statements that follow.

➊ a) is always very popular.

      b) is suddenly very popular.  

      c) is popular again.

➋ a) cheek-to-cheek.

      b) chic-to-chic.

      c) to meet people.

➌ a) is an authentic Latin dance.

      b) was invented by Americans.

      c) was invented by Dominicans.

➍ a) very American.

      b) very Latin.

      c) a mix of both.
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